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1 Introduction

ETSI has specified formats for Advanced Electronic Signatures (AdES) built on XML signatures as specified [XMLSig] - TS 101 903: "XML Advanced Electronic Signatures (XAdES)" and CMS signatures – TS 101 733: "CMS Advanced Electronic Signatures (CAdES)".

The DSS signing and verifying protocols are defined in [DSSCore]. The "Advanced Electronic Signature Profiles of the OASIS Digital Signature Service Version 1.0" [AdES-DSS] profiles [DSSCore] for requesting generation and verification of AdES signatures to a centralized server.

AdES signatures may contain explicit identifiers of Signature Policy, which provides rules for generating and verifying these signatures.

This document extends [DSSCore] protocol specifying a number of operations for managing generation and verification of electronic signatures under the rules established by a Signature Policy, as identified in [SigPol-DSS-Req].

1.1 Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in Error! Reference source not found..

1.2 Namespaces

All schema listings in the current document are excerpts from the schema file [SigPol-DSS-XSD]. In the case of a disagreement between the schema file and this document, the schema file takes precedence.

This schema is associated with the following XML namespace:

urn:oasis:names:tc:dss-x:1.0:profiles:SignaturePolicy:schema#

The table below lists the namespaces referenced in this specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Namespace</th>
<th>Specification(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ds</td>
<td><a href="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#</a></td>
<td>[XMLSig]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dss</td>
<td>urn:oasis:names:tc:dss:1.0:core:schema</td>
<td>[DSSCore]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xades</td>
<td><a href="http://uri.etsi.org/01903/v1.3.2#">http://uri.etsi.org/01903/v1.3.2#</a></td>
<td>[XAdES]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xs</td>
<td><a href="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema</a></td>
<td>[XMLSchema]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Applications MAY use different namespace prefixes, and MAY use whatever namespacedefaulting/scoping conventions they desire, as long as they are compliant with the Namespaces in XMLspecification [XML-ns].

1.3 Normative References


[SigPol-DSS-XSD] OASIS Standard, "Signature Policy Profile Schema".


[DSSVerRep] Ingo Henkel, Detlef Hühnlein. Profile for comprehensive multi-signature verification reports for OASIS Digital Signature Services Version 1.0

1.4 Non Normative References

[SigPol-DSS-Req] Juan Carlos Cruellas. Requirements for specifying the Signature Policy Profile of the OASIS Digital Signature Services, OASIS, November 2007
2 Overview

This profile supports a number of operations for managing generation and verification of electronic signatures under the rules established by a Signature Policy, as identified in [SigPol-DSS-Req]. For the generation of electronic signatures, the following operations apply:

SignRequest. This operation supports:

- Requesting generation of a signature under a certain signature policy, allowing clients to explicitly identify that signature policy in the request. This identification may be through the usage of both, a URI or an OID.
- Passing to the server the location and/or the digest of the electronic document where the signature policy is specified.
- Requesting to the server the incorporation within the signature to be generated the identifier of the signature policy under which it has been created, using syntaxes defined in [XAdES] or [CAdES].
- Requesting also a list of the supported signature policies supported by the server.

SignResponse. This operation supports delivery of:

- Electronic signatures with the identifier of the signature policy under which they have been generated.
- Indication of the signature policy under which the signature has been generated within <dss:SignResponse>.
- Digest of the electronic document where the signature policy is defined, as a double check facility for the client.
- A code error in case the server may not sign with the requested signature policy.
- The list of supported signature policy identifiers.

For electronic signature verification (and updating) the following operations apply:

VerifyRequest. This operation supports requests for:

- Request the verification of a signature under a certain signature policy, if the signature does not contain an identifier of such policy, by using an identifier of that policy.
- Requesting signature verification under the signature policies identified within the signature, if any identifier is present there.
- Passing to the server the location and/or the digest of the electronic document where the signature policy is specified.
- Requesting return of explicit indication of the signature policies under which the electronic signatures have been verified.
- Requesting also a list of the supported signature policies supported by the server.

VerifyResponse. This operation supports delivery of:
Indication of the signature policies under which the server has verified the electronic signatures mentioned above.

Digest of the electronic document where the signature policy is defined, as a double check facility for the client.

A code error in case the server may not verify the electronic signature(s) with the requested signature policy(ies).

The list of supported signature policy identifiers.

2.1 Profile Features

2.1.1 Scope

This document profiles the DSS signing and verifying protocols defined in [DSSCore].

2.1.2 Relationship To Other Profiles

The profile in this document is based on the [DSSCore]. The profile in this document may be implemented.

This profile provides means for the explicit management of signature policies with [DSSCore] and other existing profiles like [AdES-DSS], and as such, it may be used in conjunction with these specifications.

2.1.3 Element <dss:SignatureObject>

This profile supports requests for generation and verification of electronic signatures under a given signature policy.

Although this specification does not impose any constraint the format of the signatures generated by the servers or sent to the servers for verification, it nicely fits with formats of advanced signatures as defined in [XAdES] and [CAdES].

2.2 Profile of Signing Protocol

2.2.1 Element <dss:SignRequest>

This clause profiles the <dss:SignRequest> element.

2.2.1.1 Element <dss:OptionalInputs>

This profile does not impose any restrictions on any optional input specified in the [DSSCore] or other profiles.

This profile defines a new Optional Input as indicated below.

2.2.1.1.1 New Optional Inputs

2.2.1.1.1.1 Optional Input <GenerateUnderSignaturePolicy>

This optional input will specify the signature policy under which the server is requested to generate the electronic signature.

Below follows the schema for this element:
2.2.1.1.1.2 Optional Input <ReturnSupportedSignaturePolicies>

This optional input is an empty element, which, when present instructs the server to return within the corresponding <dss:SignResponse> the <SupportedSignaturePolicies> Optional Output identifying all the signature policies supported by this server as described later on in this document.

Below follows the schema for this element:

```xml
<xs:element name="ReturnSupportedSignaturePolicies"/>
```

2.2.2 Element <dss:SignResponse>

This clause profiles the <dss:SignResponse> element.

2.2.2.1 Element <dss:Result>

This profile adds the following <ResultMinor> values to the ones already specified in the [DSSCore] for those cases where the <ResultMajor> code is Success.

- urn:oasis:names:tc:dss-x:1.0:resultminor:error:SignaturePolicyNotSupported
  The server does not support the signature policy identified in the request.
- urn:oasis:names:tc:dss-x:1.0:resultminor:error:SignaturePolicyDigestFailure
  The server computed a digest value on the electronic document defining the signature policy that was not equal to the value included in the request.
- urn:oasis:names:tc:dss-x:1.0:resultminor:error:SignaturePolicyIdentifierError
  The server concluded that the identifier of the signature policy was not correctly built.
2.2.2.2 Element <dss:OptionalOutputs>

This profile does not impose any restrictions on any optional output specified in the [DSSCore] or other profiles other than those explicitly mentioned in the clauses below.

This profile defines new Optional Outputs as indicated below.

2.2.2.2.1 Optional Output <UsedSignaturePolicy>

This optional output will provide to the client details of the signature policy under which the server has actually generated the electronic signature.

Below follows the schema for this element:

```xml
<xsd:element name="UsedSignaturePolicy" type="SignaturePolicyDetailsType"/>
```

No additional constraints are specified for the contents of this element.

2.2.2.2.1.2 Optional Output <SupportedSignaturePolicies>

This optional output will provide to the client details of the signature policies under which the server is able to generate electronic signatures.

Below follows the schema for this element:

```xml
<xsd:element name="SupportedSignaturePolicies">
    <xsd:complexType>
        <xsd:sequence>
            <xsd:element name="SupportedSignaturePolicy" type="SignaturePolicyDetailsType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
        </xsd:sequence>
    </xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
```

No additional constraints are specified for the contents of <SupportedSignaturePolicy> elements.

2.3 Profile of Verifying Protocol

2.3.1 Element <dss:VerifyRequest>

This clause profiles the <dss:VerifyRequest> element.

2.3.1.1 Element <dss:OptionalAllInputs>

This profile does not impose any restrictions on any optional input specified in the [DSSCore] or other profiles.

This profile defines a new Optional Input as indicated below.
2.3.1.1.1 New Optional Inputs

2.3.1.1.1 Optional Input <VerifyUnderSignaturePolicy>

This optional input allows to instruct the server to use certain signature policy for verifying all (or selected) signatures that do not contain an explicit indication of having been produced under a certain signature policy. Signatures containing such an explicit indication MUST be verified using the explicitly indicated signature policy, regardless the contents of the optional input specified in this section.

```
<xs:element name="VerifyUnderSignaturePolicy"
    type="VerifyUnderSignaturePolicyType"/>
<xs:complexType name="VerifyUnderSignaturePolicyType">
    <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="DefaultPolicy" type="SignaturePolicyDetailsType"
            minOccurs="0"/>
        <xs:element ref="ExplicitPolicies" minOccurs="0"/>
    </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="ExplicitPolicies" type="PolicySignaturePairsType" />
<xs:complexType name="PolicySignaturePairsType">
    <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="PolicySignaturePair" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="PolicySignaturePair" type="PolicySignaturePairType" />
<xs:complexType name="PolicySignaturePairType">
    <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="SignatureIdentifier" />
        <xs:element ref="SignaturePolicy" />
    </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="SignaturePolicy" type="SignaturePolicyDetailsType" />
<xs:element name="SignatureIdentifier" type="vr:SignatureIdentifierType" />
```

Optional element <DefaultPolicy> specifies a default policy that the server should use for verifying any found signature that: does not have any explicit indication of signature policy and that it is not referenced within the <ExplicitPolicies> element.

Optional element <ExplicitPolicies> is a list of [signature , signature policy] pairs, each one instructing the server to verify the referenced signature of the pair with the signature policy indicated in the pair. Should the referenced signature contain an explicit indication of a different signature policy, the server will use this last one and will issue a warning reporting this situation.

2.3.2 Element <dss:VerifyResponse>

2.3.2.1 Element <dss:OptionalOutputs>

This profile does not impose any restrictions on any optional output specified in the [DSSCore] or other profiles other than those explicitly mentioned in the clauses below. This profile defines new Optional Outputs as indicated below.
2.3.2.1.1 New Optional Outputs

2.3.2.1.1.1 Optional Input <VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicy>

This optional output will be returned by the server to indicate under what signature policy a certain signature has been verified.

```xml
<xs:element name="VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicy" type="VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicyType"/>
<xs:complexType name="VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicyType">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element ref="SignaturePolicy" />
    <xs:element ref="SignatureIdentifier" minOccurs="0"/>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
```

Mandatory <SignaturePolicy> will identify the signature policy used.

Optional <SignatureIdentifier> references the signature that was verified under such a signature policy.

Should this optional output be present within the <vr:IndividualSignatureReport> then <VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicy> will not contain the <SignatureIdentifier> optional element (as this element will actually appear as child of <vr:IndividualSignatureReport>).

Should this optional output not be present within the <vr:IndividualSignatureReport> and <SignatureIdentifier> not present, this optional output will report that all the signatures found have been verified with the same signature policy indicated in <SignaturePolicy> element.
3 Conformance

The present profile defines two conformance levels. These two levels are defined in the clauses below.

3.1 Conformance Level 1

Any implementation of this profile is conformant with this specification if:

1. It fully supports the signing protocol, satisfying the the MUST or REQUIRED level requirements defined in this specification for the aforementioned protocol.
2. It only supports <VerifyUnderSignaturePolicy>'s <DefaultPolicy> child in the <dss:VerificationRequest> element.
3. It only supports <VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicy>'s <SignaturePolicy> child in the <dss:VerificationResponse> element.
4. It satisfies the MUST or REQUIRED level requirements defined in this specification except those that affect the not supported elements of the verification protocol (namely <VerifyUnderSignaturePolicy>'s <SignatureIdentifer> child and <VerifiedUnderSignaturePolicy>'s <SignatureIdentifer> child).

3.2 Conformance Level 2

Any implementation of this profile is conformant with this specification if:

1. It fully supports the signing protocol, satisfying the the MUST or REQUIRED level requirements defined in this specification.
2. It fully supports the verification protocol, satisfies the MUST or REQUIRED level requirements defined in this specification for the aforementioned protocol.
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